
Should

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The children _________________ until they are sure that it is all right.1.
(not/fly)

should not fly

______________________________ to find a thief?2.
(where else/we/expect/?)

Where else should we expect

I ______________ it to you if I had.3. (give)should give

There is no earthly reason why you _________________ it.4. (not/see)should not see

______________________ upon its lasting?5. (how/I/reckon/?)How should I reckon

_____________________ if he became impatient?6. (what/she/do/?)What should she do

Yet we ________________ forgetful of these hardships of the past; and to
keep the balance true, since I have complained of the trifling discomforts of
my journey, perhaps more than was enough, let me add an original
document.

7.

(not/be)

should not be

He was apparently considering how he _____________.8. (act)should act

But if he were alive, we ________________ here at all.9. (not/be)should not be

And ____________________, then?10. (why/I/work/?)why should I work

I _________________, if I had a house of my own like this to live in.11.
(not/mind)

shouldn't mind

No; it is better that I ________________; I could not keep calm.12. (not/go)should not go

Is it surprising that he _________________ them?13. (connect)should connect

He will have great means at his command, and I do not see why he
__________________ as good a gentleman as the best of us.
14.

(not/make)should not make

It ____________ as thin and clear as possible.15. (be)should be
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Could we be so happy as to cut one of them off, though it
____________________ four, five, or six hundred men, it would inspirit the
people, and do away much of their present anxiety.

16.

(not/exceed)
should not exceed

If you have not, you _____________ one.17. (get)should get

I ______________ to take your cottage for the autumn.18. (like)should like

We ___________________ people for not doing what they cannot do.19.
(not/blame)

should not blame

I ____________________ to hook that fellow.20. (past/like)should have liked
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